Deeply concerned about the lives lost as a result of terrorism and that it is an immense problem, Viewing with appreciation that the UN is trying to eliminate terrorism, Noting with regret that almost 25,000 people have joined ISIL, Taking note that Syria and other Middle Eastern countries have millions of refugees fleeing their home countries, Encourages that stronger education is needed, Further proclaims that education will teach the future generation that terrorism is wrong and that education will give them options for a better future, Confident that we can make solutions for this problem,

1. Further recommends that supporting organizations such as the Global Coalitions Against Terrorism will help stop terrorism;
2. Calls upon countries and states to first eliminate where the terrorists are getting the money to do illegal acts;
3. Further requests that the UN bestows sanctions to states that aid terrorists;
4. Further invites states to monitor the sales of arms;
5. Encourages for everyone to treat every human being equally;
1. The delegation of Australia urges that we fund programs that will stop terrorism;
2. Calls upon the UN to attempt to hinder institutions or people associated with Black Market so terrorists do not have weapons;
3. Confident that if we create consequences, terrorists will change their minds knowing of the consequences involved.
4. Expresses its hope that these points will help eliminate terrorism worldwide.